Solidifying and solid cryogens in steady shear are of fundamental importance to the fueling of fusion energy reactors. We present steady-state measurements of the dynamic shear stress, thermal conductivity, and heat transfer during flow of solid hydrogen, deuterium, and neon in a Couette-type viscometer cell. The measurements span a range of shear rates and temperatures from the onset of solidification to sub-cooled solid states. Normalization of the shear stress with parameters of the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential indicates a favorable prediction of tritium properties using the quantum law of corresponding states. V C 2012 American Institute of Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Solid hydrogenic pellets are currently used for fueling and controlling fusion energy machines and will be used to fuel the ITER reactor. 1, 2 Rapid fueling requires a pellet production system that is capable of producing a continuous flow. The operation of this type of system is highly dependent on the resistance to solid precession and heat transfer. 3, 4 Therefore, a fundamental understanding of the thermophysics controlling the flow of a sheared solid cryogen is necessary for system design and operation.
The rate of heat transfer from a solid through a viscous slip layer and the dynamic shear stress during solidification have not been investigated for hydrogenic materials. Studies regarding the static mechanical property of hydrogenic solids are reviewed elsewhere. [5] [6] [7] [8] Several studies of the dynamic shear of solid hydrogenic substances are also available. 9, 10 Two of these studies applied extensional viscometry techniques to piston and pressure driven extruders specifically for pellet production. 9, 10 The dynamic shear stress of sub-cooled solid deuterium, tritium, and a deuterium-tritium mixture was found to be speed invariant. 9 However, the flow of solid hydrogen through a straight, converging tube was found to behave similarly to a Bingham plastic. 10 ITER will be initially fueled with pure hydrogen, followed by deuterium, and finally a 50-50 mixture of deuterium and tritium. 2 The fueling guidelines for ITER necessitate a pellet production system with a supply pressure that is less than 0.9 bar, and capable of continuous production for 3000 s. 2 To meet these fueling demands, single and twin-screw solidifying extruders have been developed. 11, 12 Flow of hydrogenic solids in a screw extruder is significantly different from piston or pressure driven extrusion. The motion of the screw surface relative to the extruder wall creates circumferential as well as axial shear stress. Depending on screw geometry, the circumferential shear can be substantially higher than the axial shear. Based on this observation, a cryogenic Couette viscometer was designed to investigate the dynamic shear stress and heat transfer of solid and solidifying cryogens in cylindrical geometries. 13 The production of neon pellets is also of interest for use in fusion plasma disruption mitigation technology.
14 Neon measurements also allow for fundamental comparisons with hydrogen and deuterium. By examining multiple cryogens it is possible, through a corresponding states technique, to estimate the properties of tritium. 5, 15, 16 
II. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Couette viscometers have been in use for over a century as a standard technique to characterize fluid flow. More information on Couette viscometer design and data analysis can be found in several reference texts. [17] [18] [19] Couette flow develops in a fluid that is trapped between two coaxial cylinders when one is rotated relative to another. The same configuration can be used to investigate fundamental characteristics of sheared solid cryogens that fill the annular gap by measuring the torque and heat transfer from the rotating cylinder. These torque and heat transfer measurements are complementary; they are both characteristics of cohesion across a dynamic interface, and the agreement of the viscous dissipation (measured through heat transfer) with the product of torque and speed provides a verification of each measurement.
This section presents the details of the experimental design. A rendering of the test cell assembly is shown in Fig. 1 . It is customary to call the inner rotating cylinder the bob and the outer stationary cylinder the cup. Solid flow occurs in the areas of highest shear stress for solids comprised of simple molecules. The area of highest shear stress occurs at the bob surface in the Couette geometry utilized in this work. The temperature of the bob, T bob , is assumed to be the temperature of the shear zone as the bob is thermally decoupled from the drive shaft through use of an interlocking coupler. The surface area of the bob is utilized for calculation of shear stress as the thickness of the shear zone is likely small however remains unknown. The surface area of the bob end immersed in solid is less than 4% of the total bob area and was excluded from the shear stress calculation. The estimated uncertainties for the shear stress account for this assumption. The resistance to heat transfer between the cylinders is estimated by measuring the temperatures of the bob and the cup, T cup , whereas applying measurable heat loads at the bob ( _ q bob ). Measurements of the resistance to heat transfer from the bob to the cup must also account for the viscous dissipation occurring in the flowing solid near the bob ( _ q visc ). The resistance to heat transfer is then approximately calculated according to
Once the nature of the solid flow is determined the resistance to heat transfer can be used to determine a convective heat transfer correlation. Specifications of the key test cell parameters and measurement uncertainties are listed in Table I . The bob is fabricated from oxygen free high purity copper and connected to a 6Al-4V titanium driveshaft. The temperature of the bob is measured with a Cernox V R model CX-1070-AA resistance temperature device (RTD) that is embedded in a hole in the top of the bob, which is filled with thermal grease. A cartridge heater is press-fit into a concentric hole in the bob coated with CryCon V R grease to ensure axi-symmetric heating. A press-fit stainless steel ball pivot encloses the heater within the bob and constrains the axis of rotation.
The cup is fabricated from C110 grade copper and is fixed by a 6Al-4V titanium driveshaft housing. The cup is sealed to the housing with indium o-rings that are pressed into grooves by stainless steel rings embedded in a G-10 thermal barrier. A Kel-F pivot cup is press-fit into a G-10 thermal barrier in the bottom of the cup. The temperature of the cup is measured at the top and bottom outer surface using Cernox V R model CX-1070-SD RTDs. A concentric clevis extends from the bottom of the cup and connects to a flexible thermal strap and cartridge heater.
The flexible thermal strap is part of a calibrated bus bar that connects the cup to the second stage of a Cryomech model GB-04 cryocooler. The flexible strap prevents the torque that is applied to the bob from being transmitted to the cryocooler. Two Cernox V R model CX-1070-SD RTDs measure the temperature difference across the bus bar. Each of the thermal interfaces required by the bus bar is made using a 0.25 mm thick indium foil.
A 2.5 mm thick copper radiation shield is connected to the first stage of the cryocooler and surrounded with 25 layers of Mylar reflective insulation. A liquid nitrogen jacketed dewar further reduces parasitic radiative heat loads. The vacuum achieved in the dewar by a turbo-pumping station ranged from 0.2 to 0.8 mPa during measurements. The pumping station was also used to purge the test cell. A photograph of the external components is shown in Fig. 2 . Fluid flows into the cup from a 23.8 l buffer volume via an annular gap that exists between the driveshaft and the driveshaft housing. Samples were condensed from the isotopic buffer volume gas, which remained in constant contact with the sample during the test. The buffer volume pressure generally stayed within 10% of the initial value for all tests due to additional condensation within the test cell as the temperature is lowered. The pressures in the buffer volume and test cell are measured with two Setra model C204 pressure transducers. All plumbing was verified leak-tight with a helium leak detector. The driveshaft is sealed at its room temperature end with two Buna-N V R dynamic o-rings. There are two wire feed-throughs penetrating the cryostat. One feed-through connects the rotating bob heater and RTD to a Mercotac model 830-ss liquid mercury rotating wire connector. The second is a vacuum feed-through that connects the four 1070-SD RTDs and cup cartridge heater. The RTD leads were thermally tempered to the second stage of the cryocooler in order to reduce parasitic heat transfer to the sensors. The resistance of the RTDs was measured with a Lakeshore model 218 temperature monitor.
The bob is driven by a dc gear motor. The motor is mounted off-axis to facilitate the rotating wire connector. Matched helical gears transmit the torque from the motor shaft to the driveshaft. Needle roller and thrust bearings fix the axis of rotation for both shafts. The motor casing is allowed to spin freely until an aluminum torque arm contacts a stop. Flexure of the torque arm is measured with two parallel strain gauges in a Wheatstone bridge arrangement. Torque is determined from a calibration curve that is generated in situ at the beginning of each experiment. Motor speed is regulated by a motor controller and measured with a magnetic proximity switch affixed to the motor shaft. All measurements are recorded using a LABVIEW virtual instrument with a sampling frequency of 500 Hz. The mean values of the signals are recorded every 0.5 s.
III. EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE
The test cell was initially operated using neon with chemical purity exceeding 99.999%. The initial pressure on the test cell provided by the buffer volume was 159.5 kPa and varied less than 10% during the test. No careful studies of the solid neon melting line are available at low pressures, so the melting temperature is assumed to be the triple point temperature of 24.556 K. 20, 21 With the cup heater holding the temperature steady below the melting temperature, the bob heater is used to raise the bob above the melting temperature so that the solid neon melts away from the bob and it can rotate freely. In this state, the torque measurement system is calibrated using a set of incremental weights that are suspended from the motor mount. Once the calibration is completed, the motor speed for the data run is set and the system is ready for measurement.
A data point is attained by allowing the torque and temperatures to reach steady-state for a minimum of 5 min and averaging the results. The bob heater power is reduced for each sequential data point and the temperatures of the cup and bob are allowed to attain new steady-state values.
Steady-state values of the applied heat, bob and cup temperatures, motor speed, and torque are recorded for each point. This process is shown in Fig. 3 and continued until one of the system limits is reached. The factors limiting the measurement range of the system are the thermal contraction of the solid away from the bob (which was only observed in the neon measurements), the shear stress exceeding the 200 kPa load limit of the system, and the viscous dissipation exceeding the cooling capacity of the cryocooler.
The minimum rotation speed of the motor required to maintain smooth operation is 0.5 rpm. Below a motor speed of 0.5 rpm, the rotation was observed to be erratic, even without an applied mechanical load. The motor speed was increased in 0.5 rpm increments to a maximum speed of 4 rpm. The viscous dissipation associated with motor speeds faster than 4 rpm was generally too large in relation to the cooling capacity of the cryocooler to allow the system to reach temperatures significantly below the triple point of the solid.
After the dynamic shear stress and heat transfer resistance measurements were completed, static thermal conductivity measurements were taken. To prevent the issue of solid contraction influencing the measurements, the system was allowed to cool, while continuously rotating at 0.5 rpm until it reached the lowest temperature attained in the shear stress measurements. At this point, the motor was turned off and the cup heater was adjusted in order to maintain a steady-state. Once equilibrium was maintained for at least 5 min, the bob heater power was increased twice in small (0.02 W or less) increments, whereas the cup heater power was reduced the same amount to maintain steady-state. The result of this test is three measurements of the bob-to-cup temperature difference and applied rate of heat transfer. The slope of these data can be related to thermal conductivity. This method for measuring thermal conductivity is not confounded by the effect of parasitic heat transfer to the bob and cup. This process was repeated over a range of temperatures up to the melting temperature.
The same measurement process was used for deuterium gas with chemical purity exceeding 99.999% and isotopic purity exceeding 99.8%. The initial buffer volume pressure was 320.4 kPa and varied less than 10% during this test. The normal deuterium melting temperature at this pressure is 18.810 K, which is slightly higher than the triple point temperature of 18.733 K. 5 No efforts were made to control the rate of paradeuterium to orthodeuterium conversion during the measurements. Because the melting temperature did not noticeably change it is likely that the concentration was close to normal deuterium.
A similar set of measurements were also obtained using hydrogen gas with chemical purity exceeding 99.995%. Due to the reduced cooling capacity that is available in the hydrogen temperature measurement range, the parasitic heat leaks into the system become more significant. Therefore, for every measurement point of the sub-cooled solid, the resistance to heat transfer was determined using the same three-point method used for the thermal conductivity measurements. The initial buffer volume pressure was 220.8 kPa and varied less than 10% during measurements. The normal hydrogen melting temperature at this pressure is 14.023 K, which is slightly higher than the triple point temperature of 13.957 K. 5, 22 Again, no efforts were made to control the rate of orthohydrogen-to-parahydrogen conversion during the measurements. A small change in the melting temperature was noticed during these tests; however, the mixture concentration was likely close to normal.
IV. RESULTS
The interaction of a solidification front on a rotating surface is likely to transition through several regimes as the temperature is reduced. An example of these transitions is shown in Fig. 3 , which shows the measured dynamic shear stress and thermal resistance for neon as a function of time and temperature. Regime (a) is the solidification region where solid is creating a measurable torque as the bob temperature decreases toward the melting temperature. Regime (b) is a transitional region that starts at the melting temperature; notice that steady-state operation is difficult to achieve in this regime. Regime (c) is the sub-cooled solid region.
Steady-state values were averaged from the shear stress data and are shown as a function of the temperature in the upper left-hand panel of Fig. 4 for various values of the surface speed of the bob. The solidification regime shows a steep rise in the shear stress with decreasing temperature until the temperature drops below the melting temperature and the system enters the transition region. Only data points at speeds below 1 mm/s are reported in the transition region; at faster surface speeds steady-state could not be achieved for the neon measurements. In the sub-cooled solid region, the shear stress depends strongly on speed. Mechanical yield stress is the only other data that are available for comparison (labeled Shirron et al. in Fig. 4 ) and these data appear to have a similar temperature dependence. 23 The resistance to heat transfer is plotted versus bob temperature in the upper right-hand panel of Fig. 4 . Although the resistance to heat transfer clearly decreases with increasing speed, the overall magnitude of the reduction is less than 30%. The heat transfer resistance in the solidification regime is nearly constant for all rotation speeds. The resistance to heat transfer generally decreases with decreasing temperature and increasing speed excluding the two lowest temperature 0.47 mm/s data points. The anomalous increase associated with these two data points could be an early indicator of solid contraction away from the bob; which eventually became substantial below 21 K.
An increase in thermal conductivity of the solid with decreasing temperature could contribute to the observed decrease in heat transfer resistance. The thermal conductivity of solid neon was measured with zero bob rotation and is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 . The thermal conductivity increases by $20% and is systematically lower than the only other data available within the temperature range. 24 The decrease in thermal conductivity observed at the lowest temperature point in Fig. 4 could be due to partial contraction of the solid from the bob.
The steady-state dynamic shear stress of deuterium is shown as a function of bob temperature in the upper lefthand panel of Fig. 5 . The solidification region shows a steep increase in shear stress that continues until the melting temperature is reached. This trend is similar to the neon data shown in Fig. 4 , however, the transition region begins at a dynamic shear stress that is $50% lower. In the sub-cooled solid region, the shear stress increases with decreasing temperature. The dynamic shear stress measurements compare well with a prior investigation (labeled Fisher and Gouge in Fig. 5 ) that claimed the dynamic shear stress to be speed invariant. 9 Two static yield stress data points are labeled Bolshutkin et al. in Fig. 5 and are systematically $20% lower than the dynamic shear stress. 8 The upper panel of Fig. 5 shows a systematic dip, or plateau, in the sub-cooled solid region between 16 and 18 K that appears to depend on shear rate. One explanation for this dip is a phase transition. A shear-dependent phase transition for hydrogen was observed in this region previously. 25 Solid hydrogenic materials solidify in the same crystal structure as the bounding material, for copper the crystal structure is face-centered-cubic, before transitioning to the stable hexagonal-close-pack crystal structure. The thermal and stress behavior in the transition region for deuterium in Fig. 3 was somewhat more stable than for neon and steady-state measurements were obtained. The shear stress increases dramatically with decreasing temperature in the range below the melting temperature down to 18.6 K. The shear stress is shown as a function of time in Fig. 3 for the test at 1.44 m/s as the system passes through the transition region. At the onset of the transition region, regime (b) in Fig. 3 , the shear stress is slightly reduced. Similar observations of the behavior in the transition region were made at other speeds.
The resistance to heat transfer of deuterium in steady shear is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 5 . Similar to neon, the heat transfer resistance decreases with decreasing temperature and increasing speed. Thermal resistances observed below 16 K were exceedingly low and therefore are excluded from the figure. These low values are likely due to parasitics to the thermometers on the outside of the cup as a single point method was used at these low temperatures.
The thermal conductivity of deuterium is plotted as a function of temperature in the lower panel of Fig. 5 . The measurements compare well with others from the literature. 26, 27 The theoretical curve is generated using an Umklapp process. 28 Below 13 K the deviation of the current measurements is again likely due to solid contraction. The highest temperature data point was taken very close to the melting temperature and could be an overestimate due to partial melting.
The dynamic shear stress for hydrogen is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6 . The behavior in the solidification regime is similar to that for deuterium and neon. The dynamic shear stress at the transition region is $40% less than that of deuterium. In the sub-cooled solid regime, the dynamic shear stress increases with rotation speed and decreasing temperature. The measurements are compared with the Bingham plastic model developed in a prior study. 4, 10 The Bingham plastic model developed by Viniar was used to plot the dynamic shear stress versus temperature for each of the speeds measured in this study. 4 Thus, the lower dashed line in the upper panel of Fig. 6 corresponds to a speed of 0.49 mm/s and the upper dashed to 3.87 mm/s. The dynamic shear stress measurements from this work are clearly much more dependent on velocity, however, the agreement is surprisingly good considering the differences in measurement techniques. Two static yield stress measurements from a prior study, labeled Alekseeva et al. in Fig. 6 , are systematically lower, however, show a similar temperature dependence. 7 The heat transfer resistance for hydrogen is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 6 . Generally the heat transfer resistance behaves similarly to that of neon and deuterium, decreasing with decreasing temperature and increasing speed. The thermal conductivity of solid hydrogen is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6 and compared with prior studies. 29, 30 As noted for each of the fluids measured, the resistance to heat transfer in the solidification region, regime (a) in Fig. 3 , is almost completely invariant to the resulting changes in shear strength. Noting that the temperature differential between the bob and cup remains nearly constant in this region, one may conjecture that the increase in viscous dissipation closely mirrors the decrease in bob heater power. Figure 7 shows the viscous dissipation as a function of bob heater power for neon, deuterium, and hydrogen in the solidification region. The sum of the two heat sources remains essentially constant throughout the solidification region for all three fluids.
V. THEORY
The simplicity and similarities between hydrogenic molecules provide an opportunity to examine trends in parameters such as the activation energy. Viscoplastic flow is the bulk manifestation of molecules shearing in relative motion and therefore is ultimately related to intermolecular interactions in the same way that yield stress is. 31 The classical theoretical approach to understanding intermolecular interactions is the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential,
where U is the potential energy for the interaction, r is the intermolecular distance, and e and r are substance specific constants. The constant e characterizes the minimum potential energy and r is the radius at which the intermolecular potential energy is zero. In the 1940s, de Boer was the first to use the parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential together with Avogadro's number, N a , the reduced Planck's constant, h, and the molar mass, M, to create a useful quantum parameter,
In this form the quantum parameter is analogous to a reduced de Broglie wavelength. 13 By plotting properties normalized by the intermolecular potential parameters as a function of the quantum parameter, the quantum law of corresponding states can be used to determine trends and predict properties of hydrogenic materials. 5, 13, 15, 16 The shear stress at the melting temperature, s m , is normalized by the intermolecular potential parameters according to
and plotted as a function of the quantum parameter in Fig. 8 . The linearity of the data confirms that the shear stress at the melting temperature is related to the intermolecular potential parameters. Tritium has a quantum parameter between 1.0 and 1.1, which lies within the range of data shown in Fig. 8 . Therefore, it is likely that an accurate estimate of the shear stress of tritium can be obtained using this technique. This estimation is discussed in a separate publication. 32 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Measurements of the dynamic shear stress, resistance to heat transfer, and thermal conductivity of solid neon, deuterium, and hydrogen were presented. The quantum law of corresponding states was used to correlate the reduced shear stress at the melting temperature and serves as an initial step toward predicting the shear stress of solid tritium. The resistance to heat transfer was found to decrease with temperature and increasing shear rate. To assist in the numerical heat transfer modeling of solidifying screw extruders, the experimental shear stress measurements were regressed with semiempirical flow models that are available in the doctoral dissertation of Leachman. 
